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Concepts addressed: 
Recognizing various instructional approaches to teaching reading and writing 
 
 
Recognizing and identifying various instructional approaches to and elements of teaching 
reading and textual interpretation 

 Three cueing system: graphophonetic, syntactic, and semantic 
 Critical approaches: based upon the work, the author, the reader 
 Scaffolding students by activating prior knowledge 
 Young Adult Reader model: initiating, sharing, internalizing, and connecting 
 Using classroom talk to involve and engage, to explore, to transform, to present, and to 

reflect (metacognition) 
 Inquiry in “turning to another” to make sense of literature 
 Discussion opportunities with literature (Moffett) 
 Reading literature vs. “working on” literature (Probst) 
 Stances of reading efferent, aesthetic, and critical (Rosenblatt) 
 Literary poles: artistic and aesthetic (Iser) 
 Envisonment (Langer) 
 Meaning in literature: static or dynamic? Self-discovery? Self-actualization? 
 Reader’s view of literary study 
 Implications of community of learners on experiencing literature 

Understanding and applying elements of teaching writing 
 Framework for writing:  aims (expressive, persuasive, informative, literary) 
 Purposes for journal and free writes 
 Writing interactions of four forces: writer (through writing) to reader (through reading) 

and collecting ideas and connecting with craft 
 Recursive process (non-linear) 
 Three-cueing system consideration of allowing students to “have a go” to write; 

similarities with the reading process 
 Writing as both process and product:  concern for meaning, purpose, and audience 
 Providing environment conducive to writing:  freedom to explore 
 Elements of writing process:  pre-writing and thinking (discovery), drafting (need for 

time to do so), revising (not using first draft as measure of ability), editing, publishing, 
response 

 Means for teacher response to writing:  not simply proof-reader and fault-finder 
 Need for regular experiences in full process of writing 
 Workshopping:  peer review, individual conferences, writing 
 Correctness, grammar, usage, mechanics, dialects (defining) 
 Voice/style workshops:  sentence combining and expansion 
 Distinctions between “good” and “standard” English 
 Elements, which challenge correctness 
 Dimensions of language to empower students through communication 
 Correctness: when, what, and how? (Page 289 of text) 
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 Research options:  saturation, personalized, traditional; why and how teach the research 
paper 

 Text tapping: purposes and means 
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